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. . PREFACE -v, '

Both science and industry are strlrihg for letter knowledge of the 
coHpoaitlcm of materials involved in research and production problems. 

Spectrograph!® analysis has become a vital tool in chemistry, biology, 
medicine, agriculture, geology, astronomy and.metallurgy. The greater 

utility of quantitative over qualitative analysis has caused many to 

put forth the added effort; others have found qualitative analysis a 
sufficiently great stride to give satisfaction. Special methods and 
short-cuts have been devised for specific problems in chemical 
analysis peculiar to specialized groups or installations so that the 

time-consuming tedious steps involved in standard methods may be 
avoided* Often extreme accuracy can be sacrificed for speed or vice- 
versa. Generality may be sacrificed for utility in a given situation.

In order to promote the use of the grating spectrograph acquired in 

1940 by the University of Arizona and the Arizona Bureau of Mines "which 
has been used regularily for qualitative analysis, possibilities of 
Harvey’s method were investigated in this project. The subject has 

proved ample for a Master’s thesis. No quantitative work had been 
undertaken with this instrument heretofore, mainly because of the 

complexity of the problem, the intermittent efforts of interested 

parties and the state of repair of the equipment. It was hoped that 
if a fairly rapid, relatively simple method giving fair quantitative 
evaluation were made available, maximum use of the equipment would be

"10792



realized. It was to this end that the current project was directed.

Utilizing a method first developed by Charles E. Harvey of the 

Applied Research Laboratories, analyses of known standard samples 

Z~u. S. Bureau of Standards samples and R. U. type pm*3era_7 nere made
and double—checked for the purpose of standardizing the procedure of 

preparing samples, taking spectrograms and analyzing the results. The 
adaptability of sensitivity factors published by Harvey and the limits 
of accuracy to be expected were determined.

The author wishes to extend his thanks to all who helped bring 

this thesis to its completion. To Dr. Leon Blitser, the director of 
this thesis, I am indebted for encouragement, guidance and support 
from suggestion of the project to its final stages. To Mr. William V. 
Ward and Mr. Edward Meyer for their patience and indulgence in allowing 

the use of their office, to the U. 3. Bureau of Mines for the use of 

their samples and to the Arizona Bureau of Mines for use of their equip
ment, I owe ay sincere gratitude. .
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction

According to modern theory, light originatea inside the atom,V. ' - - . r,. T : •• •• - ■? . ̂  v -  ̂ » ' * -# ' ' ~ r'

Characteristic wavelengths are emitted by substances when properly 
excited* By analyzing the radiation with a spectroscope, information 

concerning the substance and atomic phenomena can be gained. 

Spectroscopic analysis requires very minute quantities of the substance,
Ihr : v - .... ' r - - ;  * "r, j f- r r ~ - : c', - :.;-

and identities of wavelengths can be made with great precision. "For 
example, Micbelson ’s measurement of the standard meter in terms of the 
red cadmium line gave the wavelength of cadmium light as 6,438.4696 

angstrom units, with.an error of less than one part in a million J"
That light could be separated into different colors was first 

demonstrated by Isaac Newton in 1666, The first description of an 
emission spectrum appeared in a publication of Thomas Melvill who wrote

of his observations of a sodium flame by means of a prism in his
.r:    . ■: 2 'r. i ' \ ,

Physical and literary Essays (Edinburgh, 1752). The first wavelength

determination was made in 1302 by Thomas Young when he explained inter
ference on the undulatoiy theory of light by using Newton’s measurements 

3
on thin films. Young’s explanation of interference, following

1 P--
1$. Tfm White, Experimental College Physics, p. 354#

2 Vhv! =
R. A. Sawyer, Experimental Spectroscopy, p. 3#

3 : , ^1: V '■ ■ :. ■. ■ / : \ \ . : - - '
ibid.. p. 4.i ? ?:■ :"vJ • ' ^
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Qrl®aldi*a di«j©w*y of diffraction in 1665, waa improved upon by .
Joseph Fraunhofer, the great experimental genius, who went on to two
and then to many small openings and discovered the;transmission 

4
grating* : The reflection grating or rather the soreailed concave
grating, which greatly simplifies a spectrograph was invented by

5
Henry A* Rowland in 1382. - ^ l - ,
: The principle of spectrum analysis, that spectra are characteristic

of the atoms and molecules that produced them, and the law of emission
6

and absorption were clearly stated by G. R. Kirchhof. Kirchhoff and

B. Bunsen, by demonstrating the power of the spectrometer in chemical 
7

analysis may be considered as the founders of modem spectroscopy*

Quantitative analysis of materials by emission spectroscopy is often
referred to as spectro-chemical analysis, and perhaps more aptly by the

3
term "total energy method* of spectroscopic analysis. The principles

• •
of the method are simple. ' Under, intense heat, ;electrical bombardment 
or other excitation, every substance can be vaporized and separated 

into elements whose atoms then give-off light of characteristic wave
lengths. Spectrographic analysis consists essentially of. photographing 

a spectrum of a sample thus "burned* and analyzing the spectrum ae
r -v; ,v-r

Ibid*, p* 6*

Ibid., p* 126.

8

Ibid*. p« 9*

m k -  .
M. Slavin, * Quantitative Analysis Based on Spectral Energy," Journal 

of Industrial, mod Engineering Chemistry, anal. ed., XL, 1938, p* 407.
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revealed ? by the photograph. The intensity of any characteristic line

of an element of low concentration in a sample is directly proportional

to the number of atoms of that, element present. Other factors must be

considered, tmt this fact is the basis f w  all methods of speotro* . ;
chemical analysis* : rn-.:.- • i,.

Quantitative analysis by spectrographic emission can be used when
the elements, concerned are metallic or metalloidal, idien chemical

combinations,in idiidi they occur need not be determined and when ' .
comentrations. are raall. Analysis of 70 metals..and rare earths may
by made; th#i #mg>le may be in solid or liquid fora. The remaining 20
odd elements that cannot be speotrographically determined are the -
permanent gases, the four halogens, most of the noiMaetals and a few of

9
the heavier metals. Gaseous el«aents can ordinarily be detected only in

' discharge tubes, and the sensitive; lines of sulfur lie in the vacuum
10

ultravlolet region. Quantitative analysis of molecular constituents may

of ten be carried out with, high precision by methods of absorption ^

spectrophotometry, and Raman spectroscopy. ; The list of ̂advantages of

^>ectro*-ehemical analysis over other methods include speed and : ,
sensitivity for trace elements. The samples may be injfhelr naturalj

form, either powdered or, solid, and minute quantities are sufficient.
Under favorable conditions the presence of the elements can be detected,
and a reliable estimate of their.concentration can be made ;eyen when the11
relative content is as low as one part in a million.

9 . ......
F. E. Sweet. Preparation of Comparison Standards for Quantitative 

Spectrograpfalc Analysis* MS.* V*4. thesis, p* 11#in * .. v- V : - - ’ v 'mj .. ̂ - " '' -« - -* " ' „
R. A* Sawrer. o p. cit. * p. 297.1A : -
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Aa stated previously, quantitative spectro-ohemleal analysis 

is based cm the principle that then ah element is placed in ah v 
electrode or matrix aid -9burned>w the intensities of the spectral - v. 
lines are simple functions of the concentration. As the amounts present: v
decrease, lines grow weaker and the various lines disappear in a
definite order, the last to disappear being termed the ultimate line

or the rales ultimas* The rale ultimo is the last line of an element to
disappear as the quantity of the element Is decreased to the vanishing

point• The ultimate lines are hot necessarily the moat intense under

other concentrations. ‘ Intensities of lines are functions of - many -
other factors besides the concentrations of elements# All of these
other factors must be considered in analysis as well. Elimination of
their influence is not necessary, especially when they can be kept
constant* The factor which can not ordinarily be kept constant is the
influence of other elements on the burning conditions and the formation

of ions affecting the spectra of the element in which one is-interested*

The basic procedures of all methods take this into account* With

proper care, techniques and special methods, hi^i precision can be
attained for almost any type of '-sample*- Siort-cut methods or special
methods are frequently need where generality, rapidity or high precision
is sacrificed or enhanced, Such: methods are discussed in'the current

12 r
literature and general texts on the subject, awl will not be discussed

. • e ' . *■' ., : , - - r . - : - • • -1 -• ■ ■ : -• ■'* i v-.further here* - - . ■ ...........- ......................... ..

G. B. Harrison, R. C« lord a M  J. R. Loofbourow, practical 
Spectroscopy, general references listed pp. 449, 471*



4 Method of SenlH^iantitatlve ajectrograohlo toalygla. publitiied j
by Applied Research Laboratories in 1947, describes a method used by
Charles E. Harvey, chief spectrographer of Applied Research Laboratories

vhich was discussed at the October 1946 meeting of the. Optical Society 
13

of America. It is a method vhich sacrifices precision for rapidity and 

scope. It is this method with which this .thesis is primarily concerned. 

Data covering 43 elements in 36 matrices are provided in three types of 
tables in this publication. Sensitivities in graphite, ehich apply 
only when an excess of carbon is present, make up one of the tablesj 

this gives the first approximation of the sensitivity of various lines 
of elements. The number of lines cited vary from two to 16 for several 
elements, the number being dictated by the availability of lines in 
the region and the necessity for greater selection when interfering 
lines are in proximity. The variation of sensitivity of certain lines 

in different principle constituents necessitated tabulation for the 
elements in 36 matrices. For facility in computation a third table 
giving the sensitivity of several lines of each of 43 elements in 

various major constituents tabulated by matrix was constructed. In 
this tabulation-indication of interfering lines and the percentage 
level at ehich interference begins to occur were noted.

Basically the method is one in which the direct current arc 

technique is employed to vaporise a sample and excite its spectrum.
The indeed sample is completely vaporised, and intensity ratios of certain

1 3. . *....
C, E. Harvey, "A Method of Semi-Quantitative Spectrographic Analysis," 

abstract. Journal of Optical Society, XXXVI, 1946, p. 719A. . X



spectrum lines of the elements to the adjacent background are multiplied 
by proper sensitivity factors to give the concentrations or percentage 
composition of the sample* This method of semi-quantitative analysis 

requires no prepared standards and provides analyses eith a limit of 
error of JO to 50$ of the amount present. It vras designed to provide 
a rapid evaluation of quantities pre^nt, not as exact as a rigorous 

quantitative analysis, yet superior to a routine qualitative analysis.

In conjunction -with a chemical laboratory, the method has a 
number of applications, such as i (1) survey of unusual 
samples preparatory to a chemical anaiysis; (2 ) survey of 
routine samples to determine if short-cuts in regular - <
chemical procedures are possible, by establishing the 
degree of interference of elements that might otherwise 
have to be removed; (3) examination of precipitates for 
purity, or filtrates for conqpleteness of separations in 
gravimetric procedures, giving, in effect, higher 
quantitative accuracy; (4 ). testing routine samples, 
for conformance to specifications vtoere-only a maximum 
is indicated. In this application, the concentrational 
range of undesired elements is usually well below the 
maximum specified,.so that even the semi-quantitative v 
evaluation will give complete assurance of conformance*

, If the concentration of an undesired element approaches
the maximum allowable, an exact quantitative measurement 
is indicated in view of the errors inherent in the semi- 
quantitative method. In any event, there is a greatly 
decreased work load feu* the chemical laboratory, and the ;. 
elimination of the many instances where elaborate 

; procedures are performed only to find an element far , ; ■
below the allowable limit**4

.;-.v iv" : :'r:-
Variables peculiar to Harvey’s method and to our particular

15
installation shall be considered simultaneously* The principal

14.....
C. E. Harvey, A Method of Seal-Quantitative Soectrographic 

Apalysia, p. 2.
Since it is understood that this is an adoption of the method 

outlined in Harvey’s publication, further reference to his work and 
the difference between his variables and those set up in the current
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variables which must be considered are as follows$
1. Design of electrode and the amount of carbon consumed#
2. Amount of sample vaporized.

3. Current, polarity and electrode spacing.
4. Slit width.

5* Film type used and processing of film.

6. Wavelength vs, speed of the spectrograph.
7. Effect of variable dispersion.

8. Optical surfaces in the undiffracted beam*

9. Exposure in terms of rotating sector openings or filter 
transmission values.

10. Portion of the discharge selected.

11. Effect of major constituent on sensitivities of minor
elements in the sample,

12. Sensitivity in a carbon arc of a particular H im of an

element,
13. Detectability, by eye, of a spectrum line.

14* Densitometrio variations.peculiar to densitometer used. 
Definite procedures were used to account for these variables, either to 
make them constants and treat them as such or to.make their affect

nil*

project will not always be noted* ^
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;V;v . ; ":;GBPTO;1I ; ' / . : :

Treatment of Variables in the Method

Bie procedures used to account for the variables are treated in 
: the order th^r were listed. - v

Perhapa the greatest Tariables in spectrographie analysis are
electrode design and the of carbcei consumed. Electrode design
ie frequently one of practicability. Electrodes may be designed from
V™: i ; ■ ■r-'-V ' ■ V . . ; V  / ■, : > ' V - :

theoretical cweidemtlons and tested to prove their worth, dr a 
e e m ^ t  a M  «#llcable design may be found by trial and error and then 
its desirability explained* Since the method of analysis precludes
' V Vv;.v / . ' ' v :
congplete vaporization of the sai^le, it is necessary to employ means 

of arcing through the sample rather than around it in order to 
volatilize the last:remaining slag, oxide or earth. The electrode 
shown in Figure 1 has been adopted. A more uniform discharge is 

obtained ty undercutting to prevent wandering of the arc up the side. 

The knob on the upper electrode helps concentrate the current on the 
highest portion of the cup.

The electrodes were machined to specification at the University 

Machine Shop by Mr. John L. Hartwein. Meausurement of 25 electrodes 

picked at random showed a remarkably low average deviation from the 

specified dimension.

The original spacing of the electrodes is maintained at nine
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nillimetera by constant readjustment by the operator as the electrode. 

and sample are consumed. The arc Is continued until the.cup has , 
entirely disappeared, although the sample may have been vaporized more 
rapidly...Thus the contribution of carbon vapor for the background of 
each,exposure is constant. The.other contribution to background is 

provided by adding ten milligrams of powdered, super-purity graphite 

to. , M h  sample. , , .... ... ......  , . .  ... - ...
- The amoimt of sample vaporized is controlled by careful weighing

on an assay type balance and completely vaporizing the sample. Vapory . 
ization is ordinarily achieved in about 99 seconds; however, to insure 
complete vaporization and to ke^i the amount of carbon consumed constant, 
each exposure is made for at least 120 seconds and continued if the 
electrode cup is not consumed or the arc shows some of the sample to 

be remaining# Ten milligrams of the sample together with ten milligrams 

of graphite are carefully weighed and loaded into the electrode. The 
percent concentrations are computed from sensitivities based on that 

amount* However, since the weight of an element actually vaporized 

in the arc determines the sensitivity, the weight of a sample may be 
varied by a given factor and the sensitivity factor roust merely be 

multiplied by. the reciprocal of this factor. . ,

The total amount of carbon consumed must be. kept constant;, 
hence ten milligrams of graphite are added and the electrode cup must 

be completely consumed, . . ... . • - - ;

2
% i s  graphite can be obtained from the National Carbon Company,. . 

Niagara Falls, New York, as Grade SP-2 powder or it may be prepared in 
the laboratory by grinding SP (super-purity) grade electrodes in an 
agate mortar*



For better control and reproducibility the zfcort circuit current 
ia adjusted to 13 asperes before striking an arc; this yields about 

eight to 11 scares in the arc, depending mainly upon the major 
constituent. The'lower electrode is "always made the"anode to prevent 
excessive heating of the upper electrode. : ; ^  : ^  ,

The width of the primary slit is maintained at 60 microns. This 
width is more desirable than narrower widths commonly used for 

qualitative work because densitometer readings must be taken on the 
spectrum lines. The disadvantages of loss of resolution and sensitivity 

are crutweighed by the increased accuracy possible by using the wider 
slit' should'the slitin the densitometer head be slightly rotated. The . 
ratio of line to background would be changed by using a narrower slit, 
and since It is hoped to use sensitivity factors established by Harvey 

employing a 60 micron slit, the narrower slit and the necessary 

increased exposure time are not used.
%>ectrographlc Analysis jT. film was used in this study. Since 

the factors are all based on a line to background .ratio, the method is 

independent of film type used, providing the exposure gives the proper 
measurable background. Proper film calibration curves for each spectral 

region are-necessary regardless of film type used. Spectrum Analysis #2
film is ^ r i o r  to >l film because of the wider range of spectral .

U>:: M :;>' :-r  ̂ '
. : ', ■/ • , > ■ / Tv:'': T - "v.

a i s  polarity aijw;provides maximum sensitivity (1C. Fi. Hasleiv ami C. E. 
Harvey, Signal Corps Contract Project Report No. 2, January 15, 1947,
P. 6), .

-: .. - v;
,4 on sllt scale. Calibration of slit width can be found in back x- O .

cover of book kept with spectrograph, ;?r
, r V.s
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sensitivity and more uniform gamma # The heavier emulsion film (#2) 
is less desired by; others using the spsctrograph because it is .more 
easily scratched, requires greater drying time, has a greater tendency 

to curl and thus is more obstinate in the obsolete film holder of the 
comparator-densitometer. It is also darkerj hence is more difficult to 
observe when used in the coraparator1and cast on the screen, One more 

factor attendant to the darker film and? the densitometer makes it 

generally less desirable for use in this semi-quantitative analysis.

In order to get a 20056:transmission reading, it is necessary to use a 
brighter projection bulb,-resulting.in scorched and winkled film, and 
(or) to operate the densitometer ammeter bridge circuit at one end of ; 

its range* inviting non-linearity and attendant difficulties.
The process of developing the film is included under the variable 

of film * type used since the process is often dictated by the film type. 

The recommendations of .the film manufacturer can not always be con
veniently followed, and factors which are difficult to control, such as

temperature, involve compensating treatment. In this study the film
6 7

was developed with continuous agitation in D-19 for five minutes at 
20 °C. No extra hardener or vshort-stop* baths were used. The film

5

5 . ..;. ' ' '
Thick emulsion implies great latitude and low contrast; thin emulsion, 

less latitude and high contrast. * In terms of spectrum photography this;, 
statement means that selection of too high contrast should be avoided 
if both weak and strong spectrum lines are to be rendered in densities . 
that are" to be directly representative of the log of their Intensities.*
G. R. Harrison, R. 0. Lord and J. R. Loofbourow, op. cjt., p. 147.
Continuous agitation is necessary to eliminate Eberhard effects. Ibis 

is very important where density of • the adjacent background is a factor.

Five minutes minus | seb. for each i°C rise in temperature. Water 
having a tenperature greater than 23 °C or 24 5 6C should be avoided.
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was rinsed after the developer was poured from the tank^ Kodak acid 

fix, or "hypo,* poured in, and after five or ten minutes the film 
was removed from the tank and washed in running water for at least 

20 minutes. ■ '- ' ' ^
The effect of variation of the speed of the spectrograph with 

the wavelength is nil since the line to background ratio is used and 

calibration curves for the proper spectral region m e t  be employed.

This factor and the film type used requires that a measurable back
ground be present in all regions. “ r- ; ^

The effect of variable dispersion in prism spectrographs requires 

a correction factor. The grating instrument has approximately constant 
dispersion. v - - ' ’ :' .

The optical surfaces in the light path are at a minima, consist

ing of the quarts cover plate for the primary slit and the grating

itself. Addition of optical surfaces such as lenses produce no marked 
8

effect. It might be desirable to put objects in the light path to

enhance or reduce background to the proper level; this may be done by
9

means of lenses, plates or other means. : ^ ;

This method of spectr©graphic analysis is independent of oversell 8 9

8 .........
Harvey reported no appreciable change of ratio when he added optical 

surfaces such as lenses in the light path (C. E. Harvey, op. cit., p, 10).
9 - ' ■ . - v

"Jf necessary to reduce it (exposure and background) beyond available 
adjustments, a 200 mesh screen can be introduced into the light path to 
further reduce the exposure by a factor of three. Care should be taken 
in this event to avoid having the wires in the screen parallel to the 
slit, or at exactly 45 degrees. An angle of ten to 30 degrees off 
vertical is satisfactory." M. F. Easier and C. B. Harvey. Signal Corps 
Contract Project Report Ko. 2, April 15, 1947, p. 13. ... ....
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closure as govenwd by rotating sectors, filters, screens, et . v

cetera, since the line to backgromd ratio lill not be affected.

The ideal exposure, according to Harvey, is o w  in lAich the general
background for a given spectral region will provide a transmission of

85% to 95%e To increase the probability of such an exposure and to

gsmMiyy/,decrease. the effect of . the long exposure, the logarithmic <.
step-sector is used. One of the two lowest relative exposure3 usually

yields the:desired background. These four stepped relative intensities
may also be used in conduction with, the similarily .exposed iron spectra
in the calibration of the film in that particular region. In order to
obtain an accurate reference of>100% transmission on a clear unexposed

but developed portion of film, a mask was placed in the spectral region10
of the second CN band head. Since all the samples are placed in a carbon 

matrix, this region can not ordULnarily be alloyed for measurement of •

lines* .^7 "  7.7. - -i 77 ici.."7:7 _ '7 7':>.- 1 ‘ 77

. It might have been desirable to farther close the grating door#

to limit over-all exposure, since the exposures consistently are. never

too weak* The opening of the grating is fixed at approximately 50%
11

or slightly more than one centimeter* To avoid toe continuum caused 
by the electrode tips, only the central portion of the arc is selected 

by closing the doors, thus not using the entire length of the rulings* 
Since no lenses are used in the optical path, the grating is the chief

means of focusing* The portion of the arc Wilch la allowed to produce
7:7'

-V 7.V
Mask covers about 15 %  at approximately 3870 ek, to ^8%  %* 
Top and bottom doors.are each two notoWs from wide (^n*
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an Image ia selected by the relative position of the electrodes and 
the secondary slit, the aperture of the secondary slit and the opening 

of the grating doors# The central four millimeters of the arc mas 

selected because this image allows the desired multiple exposures 

on the film and this central portion omits the cathode layer#

The effect of the major constituent upon sensitivities of lines 
of contained elements was the major problem and is the merit of Harvey’s 

investigation and publication. It is a problem in using this method to 
decide when or at what concentration the sensitivity in other matrices 

should be used and to what concentrations the carbon sensitivities hold.
The sensitivities of the lines in a carbon arc (hereafter referred 

to as carbon sensitivities) were reported by Harvey to h o M  for all 
concentrations. The variation of intensity with concentration is quite 

linear with few exceptions. Ordinarily selfrabsorption is no barrier to 

accuracy since dense lines are forsaken in favor of least sensitive 
lines where densitometer readings are relatively more accurate. Several 

lines are read if possible to reduce the possibility of gross errors.

The sensitive densitometer may indicate a line that the eye 

can not detect. Such a line is of no value in identification if it 
can not be detected visually.

The formula used to compute concentrations and the basis for the 

formula are stated by Harvey:

Detectibility, as the author wished to define it, is 
purely an optical phenomenon. * .the ability to see a spectrum 
line on a film preparatory to making a density measurement,
Hhile it is possible to measure extremely faint lines that 
are not readily perceived by eye, scanning an area with 
a sensitive densitometer and noting deflections of the 
galvanometer, the method is open to error from faint
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banded structures or film emulsion irregularities, 
and obviously-cannot be applied to routine work.

To be certain that there is an approximation of 
minimum deteetibility, there - should be measurable• 
background near the line. If the. background reads toe 
same as clear unexposed but developed film, it is = 
possible that the exposure could have been several -- 
times as great so that.a line just below the threshold 
of deteetibility would have come up to a perceptible 
level had increased exposure been used. .If; there is 
measureable background at that point,,then no amount, 
of increased exposure will. isproye detectibility, : 
since background will increase proportionately. Hence 
a definition of deteetibility can only be valid if 
considered in terms of adjacent background.
If densitometer measurements are made on a medium,contrast 
film having appreciable background/ i.e. from to 95% 
transmission, reading lines that are just perceptible by 
eye and reading at the same time the background @d join
ing those lines, a translation of those values on the 
Standard calibration curve will showthat the line 
intensity is about one and one half times the background 
intensity. At times it might be possible to still detect 
lines that are as low as 1.25 times background, but the 
former figure will be valid regardless of background 
intensity.
As measured by a densitometer, the readings on the lines 
will not3give:line intensity alone, but line plus 
background, since there is a continuum superimposed over 
the line itself. Hence it becomes necessary to correct 
for"this background in,order to get a true evaluation of 
net line intensity of deteetibility.

This may be formulated then, as:

Ifnet) 2 Ifline plus background) "^(background)

.:*>•« knet) i«: th. .meamr. of a lln. on a,film at any . 
density, and for background of any density.

%uatlon (1) can be simplified to: -

Ifnet) Ifline plus background)
...I(bkg) “ I(background)

1

, When I^M ty. is at the^micimum as define above, then



,: • = 1.5
^Cbadkground" ;

’'-■'-'M v'1 U,; ; :1 a #5

These Intensities only relate to detectibility and give ■, t 
no measure of concentration In terms"of percentage or 
micrograms# Further, this intensity.evaluation is : : -
independent of the particular intensity scale setting 
on a calculating board. v.: i- ;

; if the intensity scale is arbitrarily set at unity, 
however, for a given background adjacent to a spectrum 

■ line, and the piua bkg.) i»asured in terms of that, ,
equation (2 ) simplUfies further, becoming

^net) = I(line plus b a c k g r o u n d 1 . :
= It next becomes necessary to correlate detectibility. with . 
sensitivity. Since experimental evidence gives a linear 

. response for a given line from a point of minimum detect!-
bility down to a region of greater density, the percentage 
present can be calculated as . .

' (6) : - . ^(net) V ; - , s;
0 % K I .

: , : - (min) . _  . ■; _. y ;
vtoere C is the concentration in percentage of a 10 mg. 
sample and k is a constant related to the sensitivity of 
a given line in a given matrix. . , ; C . • , . ;

■ Then 2 \
(5) k ^fline plus bkg.) "* 1

" ' (6 ) = 2 x z-i(U n „ pltt, bkg.) - v  12
f-.-v :.v:i . .'-.r ' / .- j . : ,

Hie last variable listed was the densitometer. Ordinarily it 
is not included as a variable. Since, however, this analysis includes 

the use of this equipment, merely enumerating the variables incident 

to producing the spectrogram seems insufficient.

C. £. Harvey, op. cit., pp. 12-14.
12
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The nature of the densitometer prevented the use of standard 

curves ehich should be prepared preliminary to an analysis and 
applied continuously throughout the problem. The requirements that 
a densitometer give linear response and that readings can always be 

duplicated are not definitely assured with the instrument. The first 

requirement was fulfilled, and hence all was not.lost. The second 

requirement and the desirability that the zero reading and 1U0# read
ing will not drift can be realized in a good densitometer.

The problem is much more cumbersome and tedious, though perhaps 
validity or reliability of results do not suffer when only the first 
requirement is fulfilled. .. .

Since the method of analysis herein described called for ratios 
between background and the line, these two readings and additional, 

transmission values for a calibration curve,for lines in the immediate 
region are all that are necessary* The minimum.of six, and in most, 
cases more, readings can be taken within a short time interval and 

the drift.of the zero or 100% readings on the scale can be checked. It 

is not even necessary that the 100% reading be maintained, but merely 

that the maximum reading be.constant, since all readings, even those 

for calibration, are relative. ,



CHAPTER III
Description of Equipment

The 1*5 meter spectrograph owned by the Arizona Bureau of Mines 

is an early model grating instrument manufactured by the Applied 
Research laboratories of Glendale, California. Except for auxiliary 

equipment and minor changes, it is as good an instrument as can be 

found today for general use at a moderate price. The Paschen-Runge 
mounting of the concave grating keeps the grating and camera normal 
to each other at all times, allowing only first order spectra to be 

photographed. Photographing of the various regions of the spectrum 

is allowed by moving the slit to different positions cm the Rowland 
circle. By employing only one slit and optical bench, the range 
from 2380 %  to A600 .Vis utilized* It is perhaps the most fruitful 
region in the ntnfcer of elements represented. With the slit on the 

Rowland circle, horizontal, focus and sharp spectrum lines are assured. 

The astigmatic properties of the grating reduces the effect of 
irregularities or dust particles at the slit, since each point on the 

slit contributes light to a considerable portion of the spectral line.
Henry A. Rowland invented the concave grating in 1882. Since 

the grating diffracts and focuses, no lenses are necessary* This 

eliminates chromatic aberration, and since no light absorbing lenses 
are necessary, the grating is useful in the ultraviolet region. 
Focusing is done by means of a spherical, concave, front surface
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nneotlcm mirror ,tpon *lch the grating Is ruled. The parallel 

lima are equally spaced along a chord of the arc, "Rowland also 

showed that the same grating equations hold as for the plane grating 
and that the slit, grating and spectra H e  on a circle whose diameter

Is equal to the radius of curvature of the canoave grating - the 
Rowland circle." The Rowland circle is tangent to the midpoint of the 
grating and defines the locus of focal points of the spherical concave 
grattog.

The equations used to find the astigmatic Image positions, for a 

refracting surface are given in several textbooks on optics. The 
equation for the primary focus is

C 9. ̂ ^  +  2L ^ ° si ^ . a  nlcq a j g ^ n  cos f ... , _ \
I  ̂ ' ■ ;■ -

where (paid ^ are angles of incidence aid refraction, n and h # are the 
Indices of refraction, s aid a! are the object distance and the primary 
image distance. Adapting this to the case of reflection xhere the 

angle of incidence, i, is substitute for (p; 6 , the angle of reflection, 

lie substitute for 0  ; n and n are m e e  equal to unity aid r is the 

radius of curvature of the concave mirror (the grating), the equation 
becomes - ' ' ' ' ' '?:v ' - - = '

, cos^ 0 C03^~ COS 1
r

Solving this equation for a. (the image distance), we obtain
s a __,____r e cosf 0

- - 1 a • (eoa©■f coo i) — r cos* i

R, A*Sawyer, o£, cit,, p, 126,

See for exasple# Q, S, Monk, light. Principles and Experiments, pp, 424-426.
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Referring to Figure 3& Tthere the normal indioates tb» diameter of the 

Rowland circle (diameter equals r, the radius of curvature of the grating) 

we see that the object distance (distance from slit to grating),

: ; : V 's'*r cos.i.v ■ ... ' - - ‘ . . '• ••' ■
Substituting this valuein the above equation, we obtain ^

which tells one that the primary image also: falls on the Rowland circle 

of diwMtarr,' . .. ■ : /  • ^ :
The original grating in this instrument, produced on a 6.3 cm. 

disk e < » ^  with evaporated aluminum, has a radius of 150 cm. The 
rulings are c m  inch long and. cover two square inches of the surface.
With a total of 48800 limes, a resolution of two lines 0.1 A apart 
in the ulloraviolet region is achieved. The resolving power of a 

grating is defined as /J^ . It is the r«
r r'•

■ -(sve^) of iaro M m s  tttt 5 ^  W
- - -- -y - -
separation ^  the/two lines. Two jlnes fare just «reBolved» when the
first diffraction minimum of one line falls at the central

! Vi;the other. It "is shown that tee resolving power equals tee product of 

the total nucher of lines in the grating and the order of the spectra.
and hence is constant for all wavelengths.

dispersion obtainable with tee instrument is rather great. 
Angular dispersion, tee ratio of change of angle of deviation to the

.1  %  apart in the first ceder ultraviolet region 2380 %  to 4600 
\a %  apart in the second order ultraviolet region 2290 %  to 3400 %.

: R. A Sai^r,i^^-c|t.,:pit: 124,-.- ■ ■•vv:;;-.' ..V yV-V y::
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change of wavelength does riot vazy greatly with a grating Instrument, 

Dispersion, d d / d ^ ,  is minimum at the normal to the grating and also 
varies least in that region. In the Instrument herein described, the 
position of the slit is such that the first order occurs in the region 
normal to the grating where the dispersion is almost uniform. That the 
dispersion is minimum at the normal can best be seen in the equation

d A  d c0!,e :
idiere 0  is 0 (i*e* normal spectrum); N is the total number of lines; 

n is the order of the spectrum; A is the linear aperture of the grating 
and d is the grating space. Since the dispersion is always observed on
the film at a fixed distame from the grating (1 ,5 rasters), the linear 
dispersion, d//d^, smy be more easily understood. The reciprocal of 
the linear dispersion, d//d/, called the plate factor, of the 1.5 mater

seven angstroms per millimeter.

The Rowland circle represents the points of horizontal focusof 
the grating, •Sirks observed that, while vertical lines, such as a 

slit, at any point on the Rowland circle are imaged after diffraction 

at some point on the circle,; horizontal lines must be farther from
• : ■ './.j . ' 5

the grating in order to be imaged on the circle." This point is about 

18 cm* beyond the circle for the 1 .5 meter spectrograph, and it is the 

point where diaphrams and step sectors may be placed. This position 
for the secondary slit, which limits the length of the line, and the 

step sector can be found quite simply by geometry and experimentally 

verified by photography. The point ia at the intersection of the

5 . i . ■:
m d „  p. 130.
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tangent to ttwi circle (drawn at the normal to the grating) and the 
line drawn through thesllt and the grating. See Figure 3b, A point 
source at A would result In a vertical line, image at G$ a point source 
at B would be fooused as a horizontal line at G. .

■ -Li^t froa a point, source on the qptlc axis may be brought to 

focus at a point after reflection or rofraeticn. Such an image is 
called stigmatic. Astigmatic images result when the source or object 

is displaced from the optic axis or rrhen the reflecting or diffracting 

surface is not a surface of revolution about the axis. In the 
spectrograph the slit (source) and the spectra on the film (image) can 

not both lie on the optic axis. When astigmation is present, a point 
source results in tiro line images perpendicular to each ether and not
superimposed* These two line images are called primary and secondary 
foci, Therequations giving the distances to these images for a single 
refracting surface may be found in various texts on optics. For a 

spherical mirror these equations reduce to -

6

where y  is the angle of incidence, r is the radius of curvature, s is 

the distance to the point source, sj and are the distances to the 

astigmatic images and f is the focal length of the mirror.t . , ' , .......... ■ .. ' ' ......
:v- The distance between the two images can be'found by solving the 

above equations for s' and s' and obtaining the difference,r'. , J z

Q. S, Monk.op«cit,. n. 52.
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The spectrograph consists of the camera, grating and slit 
enclosed in a * light-'tight11 housing plus the optical bench upon 

which are mounted the secondary slit, sector disks and electrode 

holders* The camera uses 35 mm* Spectrum Analysis film held on a 
curvature of 75 cm. radius, forming part of the Rowland Circle* The 
film is contained cm a spool holding 100 feet of film which could be 
sufficient for about 75 exposures with a single loading* Each spectro
gram, 32 cm. (12 5/8 inches) In length, is loaded into an auxiliary 
film holder after exposure, which necessitates the use of another 

three inches of film, facing of the various spectra bn the film is 
achieved by the use of apertures at the secondary slit and by racking 
the camera up or down on the notched scale provided. Camera settings - 

provide for as many as ten single exposures on one length of film.
The grating is mounted in a holder which allows focusing and 

placement with three screws. Provision is made for rotation of the

grating "and opening the doors to expose more grating, and hence 
8

change the speed of the spectrograph. ;

The primary slit, protected by a quart® cover-plate is also -

capable of being rotated as well as slid in or out to Insure placement
9

on the Rowland circle. The slit proper is of the bilateral type, the

1 1 j -*■ " 1 - - • . ■ - -
# _ # 2s, s,

=2 - J------ sin^tan(^

^ R. A. Sawyer, ogi. clt». p e 45*

W»e calibration of the slit may be found inside the cover of the log 
book kept with tiie spectrograph. For adjustments so that the slit width
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jawa are held parallel against ground V-ways. A stop screw Is 

provided so that the slit jaws are protected from damage resulting 

from being forced together,

.The electrode holders on the "arc-sparkP stand are spring steel 

clips mounted on porcelain insulators# lateral and Individual vertical 
■adjustment screws are provided on the stand which also features a 
hinged viewing screen and a safety switch which cuts off the power 

when the mesh cage doors are opened* .
The sector disk provides a step-sector on the circumference of 

the disk, providing four exposures having successive ratios of two.

The central portion is adjustable from 0* to 180® with graduations 
indicating the percent of opening of the aperture. The motor and disk 
are raised or lowered to get the proper sector In operation. The 
secondary aperture openings are found on this sector-disk housing.

Two power source units are provided, a high tension spark source 

to provide a high voltage current at 25,000 volts delivered from a 

2KVA step-up transformer and an arc rectifier unit to provide a D. C. 

voltage. The arc rectifier is used entirely in this study to provide a 

direct current voltage to the electrodes. The full wave mercury tube 

rectifier is capable of supplying 15 amperes at 250 volts* Continuous 
control of the current is possible with a hand operated reactor wheel.

A timer, illuminated dials, indicator lights and a safety switch as 
well as arc, master and polarity switches, are added features. A 

thermostatic switch provides a delay time of about five minutes for the

can be read directly, see ARL and Dietert, Operations and Maintenanna 
Instructions provided with the spectrograph* - ; .
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rectifier tubes to warm up. - v'-'.-:'", -: 1;: •.ivi',:-, y

: ; A minimum of derkrotaa equipment is necessary for processing the

films. Two film developing tanks and an alarm clock are provided 
in addition to the necessary containers for processing solutions. ••
' e . The projectionrco^parator complete# the necessary equipment 

for qualitative analysis. An 80 angstrom section of a film can be 
observed at. one time when cast on the 24 x 30 inch screen vertically 
mounted ion the wall six feet’away. The: film .to be viewed, together 
with the master iron spectra, can be kept in alignment the entire 

range from 2380 °k to 4600 . &  by means of a vernier adjusting screw*
A . rack is provided for viewing successive -expesares; cm the film; only 
three may be viewed together with the iron comparison spectra at one 
time. The master film provides a wavelength scale and Indicates the 
positions of sensitive arc lines of seventy elements. The weak link 
in this instrument is the film holder which merely holds the ends, 

allowing the film to curl and catch on the viewing section housing..

A 100 watt bulb has been used in the projector successfully although a 
larger bulb is specified. The lamp housing is equipped with a blower 

to prevent excessive heating.
The photoelectric densitometer unit consists of two parts, the 

photo tube amplifier unit contained in the projection comparator head. 

and a separately housed controlmicroaaneter unit. The control— 

meter unit consiets of microammeter, batteries and voltage compensator. 

The meter is provided with a six inch scale with parallax correction 

mirror, divided into 100 divisions to permit accurate readings of 
transmission values. The depletion of the batteries supplying voltage
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for bias and the bridge circuit can be corrected, within limits, by 
a coarse and fine adjustment for both the zero and 100% transmission 
points.

The photo-cell tube receives light transmitted through the film 
via a pick-up slit or slit head which lies directly against the emulsion 

side of the film. A mechanical sweep which moves the slit across the 
^pectral lines can be engaged by merely depressing & button which is 
provided. By pushing the button, the slit is brought near the line 

and sweep is automatically started by having the gears contact the 
sweep motor which runs continuously. As the slit head sweeps ever the 
spectral line, the transmission value is indicated by the lowest reading 
on the ammeter scale. The sweep is fairly rapid and includes over two 
angstroms. The speed and the extent of sweep can be increased by 
moving the vernier adjustment knob to move the film while the slit 

head is in motion. Care must be taken in order to prevent motion 

from being too rapid for the meter to indicate the minimum transmission 

or for the operator to make the reading.
*• ■  ̂ * , ■ •" f . _ ■ • - » • ' - - - r.
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CHAPTER IV
Laboratory Procedures

The first step in quantitative analysis is the preparation of the
sample, The sample Witch is finally analyzed must be truly represents—

tive, and a powdered or granulated form is advantageous. To achieve 

this, it is advisable to grind a larger portion than needed and mix 
well before sampling. A diamond crusher and agate pestle and mortar 
which are provided may be used if the sample Is not already in a 
fine state. . .

Accurate weighing is the next operation. Any good assay type 
balance is satisfactory. The "button" balance used in this study had 

had a sensitivity of 1/100* In order to facilitate the loading of the
sample into the electrodes, 10 rag. of sample and ID mg. of graphiterrT, ... v*.;.r. , g : - ; ...... ; : - < •
powder are placed in a platinum scoop especially fashioned for this 

purpose. The sample awl graphite should be lightly mixed after weigh

ing. By means of a pair of tweezers the weired saaple is transferred

Balance #3 in the Metallurgy Department manufactured by Heusser 
Instrument Manufacturing Ccapany, Salt Lake City, Utah.

As suggested on page 9, m a  mg. or other amounts nay be used. It is 
often advisable to make two exposures of the same sample, one containing 
10 mg. of sanple, the other one milligram. Thus a better estimate of 
all constituents can be made.

Twbsmalljlong-handled spoons fashionedof steal wire are provided, 
one to be used exclusively for the graphite.
4

Originally a boat, more readily formed of heavy silver foil, was used.
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to the glass funnel uaedto fill the electrodes. The semi-fixed glass 

funnel is mounted on a jig found on one end of the electrode holder 
block. If the sample consists of large chips or flakes, they can be 
loaded in the electrode first and the graphite inserted and shook

5
down. It is important in any event that the cup be devoid of air.

This can be accomplished by placing one bf the steel spoons into the

electrode cup and "tamping,* - :
: A catalog or index of samples loaded should be kept until the

samples are actually:"burned" and the exposure made. It is expedient
to load:and expose as many samples at one: time as possible. The time
expended per saapleiia thus reduced considerably. Usually, however,
it would be inadvisable to delay an analysis until others are requested.

The "burning* of the loaded electrode and exposure of the

spectrogram is done with few variations from qualitative analysis.
The chief difference is in using a short circuit current reference

rather than adjusting the current during the arcing period. Two

sections of carbon rod are inserted in the electrode holders and put
in contact. The current is turned on and the reactor wheel adjusted

until a reading of 13 amperes is obtained across this short circuit.
6

The power is switched off by means of opening the gates or by other

The extreme sensitivity of the two silver lines and the softness of 
the metal caused the lines to show up in every analysis. The incidence 
of silver in samples, the relative rarity of platinum and the hardness 
of the platinum metal dictated the change. ■
5
The rapid expansion of air upon heating of the electrode can cause 

eruption of the sample from the cup and consequent nullification of 
work.
6
Not the master switch. . ,
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aeana, the carbon rods removed and the electrodes to be used in the 
exposure are inserted. The electrodes are spaced and aligned by 

using the alignment lartp and the adjusting controls as well as sliding 

the electrodes up and down in the clips. The nine millimeter spacing 
required is indicated by the long penciled marks on the rear viewing 

screen. Care must be taken that the lower electrode is placed in the 

clip so that ample vertical adjustment of the holder is allowed to 
bring the base of the cup to the proper reference when the electrode 

is consumed. Both electrodes must be adjusted during exposure to 
maintain the original spacing. Filters are provided for further 
protection of the observers eyes. Glasses should be worn at all times 

f or protection from the damaging .ultraviolet rays* ;
Precaution must be taken before exposure that the proper

secondary slit'(#4) is in position, the film rack is in. the proper
plate position and that the rotating sector motor is down so that the
step sector is in use. Since tho intermittency effect or the critical 

7
flash frequency is not determined, the rheostat dial is kept at "one 

o’clock* so that the speed is constant. During exposure care m s t  be 

taken that the alignment light or other obstacles do not partially 
obstruct light illuminating the slit. ' - :

T iming of the exposure can be accomplished with the alarm 

clock. Then 120 seconds have elapsed, the arc may be interrupted by 
opening the gates, or the exposure can be discontinued by lowering the 

alignment light or masking the slit. The arc must be continued if

B. A. Saiomr, op,, cit., p„ 195. ' . ^ : . , • ,
7
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visual Inspection of the electrode cup shows that it is not consumed 

or if the color of the arc indicatea that some of the sample remains. 

Arcing is initiated by using a starting rod> a carbon rod mounted in 

a wooden insulating handle, which is merely shorted between the upper 
and lower electrodes, -

Both sasples to be analysed should be "burned* consecutively on 

the film positions two and eight. This leaves room on the film for 
the iron spectrum-on position number five which requires a running 

current of only five amperes and an exposure time of eight seconds.

Some operators prefer always to expose the iron spectra first• Choice 
of procedure "depends'upon individual preference and number of samples to 
be analysed. Two 'samples to be analysed plus an iron spectrum can be 
exposed on wie-film, - • - -
' ’ - Exposed film is removed from the spectrograph by means of an 

auxiliary holder. Five and one half revolutions of the reel will 
remove all of the exposed film with enough to spare for placement in 

the comparator. Unexposed film is thus automatically brought into place 

in the camera. Slight tension should be placed;on the film by having 

the left reel of the camera locked before the film is cut off. Both 

reels should be looked in position during all exposures.

Proper darkroom procedure and techniques are to be used in 
processing the film. In this study the recommended time of development 

was interpreted to include the time necessary to pour the developer 

into the tank. Used developer may be utilised in processing film for 

qualitative analysis but fresh developer must be used for quantitative 

work. As many as four film strips may be processed concurrently with
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one tank of developer if only a few minutes: elapse between films*

Film may be dried fairly rapidly if a blower is utilized.
The film need not be thoroughly dried before inserting in the comparator; 
however, the possibility of scratching the film is far greater than if 
the film is allowed; to dry completely. ;

: The film is. inserted in the film holder of the comparator with 
the emulsion side up and the numbered and (long wavelength end) toward 

the left as one sits in the operator’s position. If the numbered end 
can not be identified, another check for proper insertion of the film 
is to observe that the.CN bands trail off toward the short wavelength 
end. - The>film is aligned; with the iron comparison spectra by either 
using the iron triplet; at- J100 %  or other easily identified landmarks 
such as band heads, carbon or calcium lines. The film should be 
clamped in position so that the spectra are parallel to the comparison 

spectrum.
The screen must be aligned with the film in the comparator; the 

screen may be properly placed but a check is always neoessaxy. The 

requirement that the light beam be perpendicular to the screen can 

perhaps best be accomplished by having the center line of the screen 

the same distance from a reference line (a wall for example) as the 
light projector. The requirement that the screen be six feet from the 

projector can be checked by having the 10 \  mark oh the screen coincide 

with 10 \  on the comparator strip as projected on the screen. The 

screen must be placed the proper height from the floor in order that 

the division line on the screen be the dividing line between the images 

projected by the two projecting mirrors (one from the iron conparisen



spectra, the other from the film in the holder).
To inform the operator of the end boundaries of the entrance 

slit, the dark ON band head can be used. By having the indicated slit 

position over such a dark region -with the slit head down, the film can 
first be racked up until the meter indicates that light starts to 
enter. After noting this position on the screen, the other limit can 
be found by repeating, but racking the film down until the meter indicates 

a presence of light in the silt. Since the length of the slit is only 

slightly greater than a single "step" on the exposed film, it is very 
important that these boundaries be indicated on the screen and that 
they be carefully observed. In order to make identification of 
densitometer readings easier, the initiation point of the sweep of the 

densitometer head should be ascertained hy "sweeping" over a region of 
lines with easily recogniaed density .pattern or over an isolated line 
in an otherwise unexposed region. •- ■ ;

After a proper wana-up period for the densitometer, the zero 
adjustment should be made when no light enters theslit (when slit is 

housed). The 100% reading is made bn the clear portion of the film 
found at 3880 eA rather than at an edge of the film. Coarse and fine 
adjusting knobs are found for both ends of the range.
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CHAPTER V 

Riotonfitry

Of the four principal methods of observing the optical spectrum, 

the photographic method is the most useful in the emission spectrograph? 
region from 2000 ®A to 4300 °A« The photographic emulsion effective!? 

integrates the radiation over the period of exposure, allowing extreme!? 
weak radiations to be recorded. The exposed and processed film gives 
a permanent record nhich ma? be analyzed immediatel? and (or) stored 

away for future analysis. 'Rie film emulsion not only integrates the 
radiation but also makes use of chemical amplification.

The photographic emulsion consists of chemicals so 
arranged that the absorption of a few quanta of light 
will alter a whole grain of silver halide containing 
many billions of molecules. The energy that produces 
a simple photochemical change comes from the incident 
light, whereas that which alters a grain in the 
photographic emulsion comes from the chemicals used 
in development, the incident light furnishing only 
enough energy to trigger off the action.*

Photographic films consist of thin sheets of cellulose nitrate 
or acetate coated with a thin layer of gelatin containing an emulsion 
of light-sensitive silver halide salts. Basically, a photographic 
film is sensitive only to energy jn the ultraviolet and blue regions

1  ...... ; V : ■ ' \
Visual, photographic, photoelectric and thermoelectric.

2
G. H. Harrison, R. C. Lord and J. R. Loofbourow, op. cit., p. I43,
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3
of the spectrum. By incorporating sensitizing dyes during manufacture,

it is possible to extend the range of sensitivity. The grains of silver
salts, uhen struck by radiation of the proper wavelength, aro sensitized

so that in development they are more readily converted to silver salts

than those grains mhieh sere not exposed. The couplets aggregation of
all sensitized grains is called the latent image,which may be developed

4
immediately or. much later* Development consists of treating the eater

softened emulsion with.chemicals to reduce the exposed salts to
metallic silver; the unreduced silver halide is dissolved by a suitable

.. :• 5chemical solution commonly called •hypo#*
Developers ordinarily include hardening agents, accelerators, .

grain size reducers, preservatives, restrainers and other compounds*
The •fixing* by mans of the "hypo* solution converts the silver
halides to water soluble silver salts which are then removed by washing
with water. The "fixer* includes acids to neutralize the alkali#
Hardeners and such acid "short-steps* may be separate solutions or

incorporated in one solution. The film must further be washed to

remove all salts and solutions and then dried# Not only the surface

water must be removed, but also the water absorbed by the gelatin.

The degree of blackening, commonly called density, is '
proportional to the metallic silver deposited due to incident light

3  ............
Eastman Kodak Go*, Kodak Materials for Spectrum Analysis. p . $.

4 ...... ... , :........ ... . ......
Variation in aging of films between exposure and development is not 

advised because of the Brush effect (G. R. Harrison, R# C. Lord and J, 
R. Loofbourow. op. cit.. p. 348).
5
Sodium thiosulfate, R*2%P3» formerly called sodium hyposulphite.
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at that position on the film. The density can be determined simply 
by sending a beam of light through the film and measuring (by mans 

of a densitometer) the fraction of incident light ehich is transmitted. 
This relative transmission, T, is the ratio of the incident light, I, 

to the transmitted light, 1^.
Relative transmission « T » .

The range of the transmission is from zero to 100$, The reciprocal of 
the transmission is called the opacity.

•. ' ' ' . . x ' • - . i '*/l" ■ »". Opacity a  0 S - i - \  SB— 2 . - : . ;C.,;■ • ': T 1 : . . . . .  .. . ■ .
: - . .. % . : : -The range of the cecity is consequently from .01 to infinity. Density

is defined as the logarithm of opacity to the base 10.

Itensity « D a log/fl 0 » logf0-|-. 

m e n  T is in percent

>  * ~ loe» T-
The cmpmrator-densitcwter gives us T (relative). Exposure (of plate
- ■ - - • ■ ' ■ . ' 6 . . / ■'
or film) is the product rf intensity and time.

Three important properties of an emulsion are useful range of 
exposure or latitude, contrast mich is dependent ypcm distribution of 
grain siae, and speed. These properties might- be more readily explained 

by the use of a "characteristicn curve such as shown in Figure 4. The 

curves (also commonly called H and D curves) relating density to log#f

Intensity of light entering the spectrograph} time of exposure.
6
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of exposure, more properly relate density and intensity when exposure' ..- =- ' » - + g
time and developing conditionsare kept constant# The slope of the 

linear portion is called the contrast or gamma ( /) of the photographic 

emulsion. : ; . • ■
The H aixi D speed of. the film is defined as 10/log 1. It 

basically gives, the minimum exposure necessary for useable film# The 

latitude is the.extent of linear response in terms, of the exposure #
It is. seen that the curve is divided up into portions.of underexposed, 
normal or correct exposure and overexposure# The decrease of the density 

beyond_ the maximum value is.known as reversal or solarisation# The 
region of under or overexposure may be absent and the straight line 
postion may be very short or nonexistent# The normal or correct 
exposure may be useful even though not linear; interpolation is, 
however, more difficult if this is the case. From the curve it can be 

seen that . . . ; , ,  ~r..

density e D s )((log E - log i)

or- : D = y (log -|-)* - • ' • i

Characteristic curves are used to determine intensities of emitted 

lines of a spectrum. Wien the time of exposure, the time, temperature 
and type of development procedure and the nature of the emulsion is 

kept constant, the only variable left to determine the density of an

; From F. Hurter and V. C. Driffield#

- The tangent of the angle between the straight line portion (extended) 
and the exposure (intensity) axis.

;: % . . . . . .
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expoa^l film is the intensity of the incident radiation. The variation
of response with wavelength requires individual characteristic curves
be used for different wavelength regions. The fundamental law upon which

photometry is based was stated by J. Hartmann in 1899* * 'If two light
beams of the same wavelength produce equal densities on a given plate10
in the same -time of exposure, they are equal in i n t e n s i t y . I t  is
possible to determine how the density varies with intensity, and thus
by interpolating on the characteristic curve, an unknown intensity may
be found." " ■ 1 ■ - ' - ' ; - ‘

Since density = D =  2 — log,, T vhere the transmission, T, is in

percent, it is evident that log,, T can be plotted in favor of D, thus
eliminating the constant shift in scale of 2. Log log paper may be used

11
to plot transmission vs. intensity, yielding the same curve as density
vs. log intensity. ;

By means of the log-stepped sector disk, the length of the spectral

U m s  are divided into four parts, each having twice the exposure of

the preceding part. These intensities of the four steps of the line

are thus in the ratio of one, two, four and eight. In this manner, by
12

having such a stepped line for each region of the spectrum, basis of a 

•fcalibration curve8 or characteristic cxirve is available. Since four 

steps may not be sufficient to * bracket" a given value of intensity to

10 •
G. R. Harrison, R. G. Lord and J. R. Loofbourow, op. cit., p. 328*

11
Actually, a mirror image, -with the density or transmission axis the 

reflecting axis. ...
12 ■ - : - - -' - ^

The iron spectra is thus exposed on each film, giving a ready 
reference for all regions. In the method herein described all exposures 
have been * stepped
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• ■ 'S: '■
. ; V-V 
■ . '

sake interpolation possible and extrapolation unnecessary, a means of
• ' ' V ■ ' : ' ’ ' ' '

compiling or extending a curve must be used* :• -
Several mth<xis of compiling calibration curves may be used, 

ease and aocwaoy perMps diotating ahich is used in a given situation; 

the first one described is essentially the one used in tills study. Two 
or more spectral lines, in the vicinity of the desired unknown, are 
"read;* transmission values and corresponding relative intensity are 
recorded. With these data the two characteristic curves are plotted cm 

log log paper* Curves plotted from different lines are laterally dis
placed, but by placing one of the points on the straight line portion of
the first curve,, toe curves may be superimposed 'and. pieced together to 

coyer the complete range. Tbs straight line portions must be parallel 
(the contrast or gamma which represents the slope must be the same in 
any spectral region of the film). That this is a legitimate procedure 

can best be shown by referring to Figure 5, The two lines, A  i and

are combined. Points a, b, c and d dT were shifWl to the left

to extend the curve A T o  prove that the distance from X to P on the
; ; ' - 1 ■ _ ' ; ■ - - -
ab«$issa (also distance E to F) is equal to title,logarthim of the

relative intensities of lines A _ and A and therefore is the proper
 ̂ 2distEmce to shift points idien ct^iiling-curves, one must assume that

the slope is the se 
the slope

for both lines* Using the defining equation of

' ' - - .. - ■ . '^9 ~ : ' . ' ’ : . ■ • - : ■ 'S X o p e ^ ,  - V  ;

let the two points be (x, y) and (1, 0) where "irt is the intercept of 

the x-^axis* The equation Incomes y sa m (x - i).
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For the curves shown, when m equals 

log T a )(log Ex y - E)

and log T s (log E x ^  - F)*

By ccarialning equations, we get
loe E x ^ ( - loK s x ^  = B - F

( i f ) V. .

■:

/c:

'

or rather log Z  E - F,

SSJice exposure s intensity x time
: ■■ : r '-J « -'*"5’ t . f A«a  ̂• L-- - 4# •log lb:; leg It „* log t

and the same time reference »t”- is usedy' the equation becomes"

\v t .
«■ B - F - X - P.

The r e s u i t c u r v e  is open to considerable error in the region 

of 80$ to lOO^ transmission whan plotted directly on: tlm logarithalc 

scale. To prevent errors, a second curve relating relative Intensity

on the abscissa to (100% - transmission) is also plottM at least to the 

transmission nark. In practice tbs f mrmlity and work involvM cam
be minimised considerably. Figure 6 gives an example of how the method 

works. Points a, b, c and d of curve of A  2 are to be used to extend 

thecurve of X .. The region of parallelism of the two lines can be 

ascertained by inspection, and thashift from one line to the other can

be measured and indicated for the other points by means of a scale,
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Rather .than extend the curve of X  these points are used to draw the 

(10055 — transmission) vs* relative intensity curve* The points are 

indicated in Figure 6 as d 1, c* and b*, A check on the acoxiracy of 
compilation of the curves is evident; the two curves should cross 
at the transmission value of 50JS*

By plotting the transmission value (densitometer reading) of 
the unknown line and its background on these curves, the relative 
intensities are determined*

An alternate method of obtaining a film calibration curve requires 

the construction of a preliminary curve* This method is more general 
in that it is not necessary to have the line divided into four stepped 
sectors. With some procedures, only two steps are available. One 
method of getting exposures varying by a factor of two is the standard 
logarithmic four step sector. By taking all four steps of several lines, 

a larger number of points is available to average in drawing the 

preliminary curve; The curve is constructed by plotting transmission 

of a line as ordinate vs* the transmission of the same line at half 

the exposure or intensity as abscissa. This might be illustrated by 

considering three lines*

Relative intensity (Sector) 1 2  4 8

Transmission (%) Line 1 71 43 15 - 2

Line 2 88 76 51 20

Line 3 96 93 87 73



yield the following poiata;

- : - ■ - - : : Ordinate ■-HieeisM

A3 71
; :■■■ . ■' • 20 51 .

' /■' V;i ;; ' ■■ "'' • 76 ‘
: r 76"- ' ®  ‘ .

The preliminary curve is shown in Figure 7 on the following page. 

The film caldhratioa <mrve is drawn from the JUrtiensity and
" . ;; - : ' ■ . v - ■ ■

transmission values read - tr&m. this prelimlnary onrve . l - table having
intensity increasing by a factor of two and x%]mtiv» f^mmissions are 
odnstmctW as shown. Let the trans

mission value for 995? arbitrarily 

equal the intensity of one• Ninety- 

nine (99) is forasd cm the abTCissa (I) 

of the preliminary curve and the 

ordinate (21) gives the value 98*

Using this as abscissa, the ordinate 

95 is found* This process is continued 

until the desired range of transr 

mission values is covered* .

This method is too involved to ho used when the reliability of 

densit m e  tor readings is poor • Several advantages are evident with 

this method, however* The preliminary curve can be drawn by averaging

I ■■■ T

99
98

4 95
8 ; / 86

16 67

32 38

12*5
128 ::'v\v; 3
256 1
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out many lines, thus errors in reading and possibly other errors 
are minimized. The region of low intensities yields more accurate 
values because the point 100 — 100 (transmission for both I and 21 

scales) is known independently of a transmission reading process. 

The possibility of using less than four steps is also evident.

hv



Determination of k Factor

In order to make possible the use of Harvey’s publication and 

his extensive tables of sensitivity factors, the prime objective of 

this study was to find a definite ratio by which one could multiply 

his factors and adopt them to use in analyzing ores. Initially, two 

prospective fields of endeavor were available, standard comparison 
samples prepared by Harvey and sanples of high concentration available 

locally. The use of the former was hampered by ignorance of their •
';'y- : • ••y‘ : 'l" r..- y — : . - y . ; : - ,
proper use and the latter proved not to be a good field since the virtue 

of the method lies in the analysis for low concentrations rather than 
major constituents*

It proved difficult to obtain a desirable background (80-95$) 
with any one sample when using the variable sector opening. A great 

saving of time, effort and film was accomplished by using the rotating 

step sector for all sanples, thus giving a choice of four exposures.to 

yield the proper background* By using the two types of samples on 
hand and developing standard techniques of preparing samples, arcing 
the electrodes and exposing and developing the film, progress was made.

CHAPTER VI

Five samples containing 43 elements in five groups, non-ferrous, 
ferrous, alkali, refractory oxides are rare metals.2
These samples containing elements in amounts proportional to their 

’•carbon sensitivity” are useful in checking the sensitivities of lines 
of various elements in unusual matrices such as ores may present.
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Very erratic results of co^jutwi concentrations w r e  ctetalned from 

one sample to another and from one day to the next# Since consistency 
within the sample, of one line to another; and one element to another,

was shown, two possible sources of error were investigated. Loading
, ' »

of the samples could be a major source of error if an insensitive 

balance were used#. Permission was granted to use a more sensitive gold 
assay balance in the balance room of the Metallurgy Department; The 

operation of the densitometer was suspected as a major cause of trouble 
since transmission readings were not always reproduced at later attempts 
on the same line cm a film# This suspicion and erratic operation of 

the densitometer still exists and no doubt will until it is. replaced#
The inconsistency of reading must be considered an inherent factor in 

this study, and the extra labor involved is included in the method#

In search of sanples containing several elements of known low 
concentrations, chemical compounds, ore tailings and metallic ores

' "■ ' ■ .V . ‘were used with varying degrees of success# Only the maximum amounts 

of minor constituents or impurities were often noted on chemical 

compounds. Proper analyses were not offered on a sufficient variety of 

elements in the ore tailings# Inhcmogenioty of ore samples, causing 

various samples to differ widely from a given analysis, caused abandon
ment of their possible use. Fortunately, the answer to a prayer for 

perfect sanples was found in the laboratory of the U# S# Bureau of 
Mines# A fair variety of samples prepared and analyzed by the U# S# 

Bureau of Standards was found and permission was granted for their use#
- " Thus prepared, the problem was capable of solution. It was

' ................................................ ..... ........................ . .... . - ..
merely necessary to analyze the samples according to Harvey’s method
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and note correlation between the thus computed concentrations aixl the 

known concentrations as given by the n. S. Bureau of Standards, It 

iras hoped that a single number, preferrably an integer, could be
applied to all of Harvey1s published sensitivity factors so that his 

tables could be used without exception, At most, a different factor 
for each wavelength region could be applied. If more complicated 

factors were necessary, utilization of Harvey*s tables could hardly be 
realized, and the problem would be too great for general solution.

The latter innovation eventually proved ineffective in increasing 
reliability of results, A constant factor of 1,5 was found best suited 

as a correlation between Harvey's factors and those necessary for the
local installation and adopted method. The formula

_  ■ ■ ■ -  • ,  ■ v - ■ • • • • ■ ■  -

c - 2 k  5 ( u n e  plus bkg.)- 17 ■' . " "Tr" " .T

ome5 • * * ■ "■' • • * ....... • • * -• • - • • • •' - . w.'«4-
0 -  3 k £ ( U n , plus bkg.)- 17.

This formula was used to calculate the concentrations in this study 

and is the formula to be used in the method of semi-quantitative

analysis by means of the equipment described.

Multiple samples of several U, S, Bureau of Standard samples
; . . .. . , . ,

were loaded in electrodes aid the exposed and processed film was "read,*

All lines listed in Harvey's tables of all .elements known to be present

Equation #6, page 16. , L .
4

k m the sensitivity as recorded in Harvey's tables,
5
Analysis of samples are found in appendix. Samples 53b, 54b, 67, 69, 

79, 102, 108 and 127 were used in this study.
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in each aanpla wore read idienever possible. This ttbs necessary in 

order to evolve rules as to •which lines were later to be used in the 

method to yield best results. The rules to be applied are listed 
in the next chapter.

Duplicate samples w r e  vaporized and exposed on the sane film. 

A sample correlation between two such exposures is shown in the 
following tablet . ..

Film #45a ,

10 mg. U. S. Std. 53b in each case

Element
Known

Concentration

% d.f .ni. 
Between 
Computed 
Cone.

Position #2,. Position #8
Computed
Cone.

Percent
Error

Computed
Cone.

Percent 
Error ’

Pb 84.35 10.9 43l3 48.5 53.9 36.5
Sb 10*28 .21 4.79 53.3 : 4.77 i  53.5
Bi .075 9.8 ;1 .0798 6 .4 i .096> ; 32

. Gu... •209 27. •208 >48 i
"273 30.5

A1 .0007
Fe .002 31*2 .00582 190. .0107 435.
Ni .006 19.1 .0123 105. .00835 39.
Ag .003 5.82 .00236 21.3 .0021 30.
Sn 5.06 3.55 2.82 44.5 2.83 44.3
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Duplicate samples on different films, inhere loading, exposing 

and reading were accomplished on different days, ware compared. The 

correlation between such films is recorded in the table shown below*

10 mg. of 53b in each case

Element Concentration

^ d.f.m. 
Betiraen 
Computed 
Cone.

Film #45a Film #4oa
Position #8 Poadtion £2

Computed
Cone.

Percent
Error

C renputed 
Cone.

Percent
Error

Pb 84.35 3.16 53.9 36.4 50^ 40.4
Sb i 10.28 1.14 4.77 53.7 4.88 52.5
Bi | .075 : 13.4 .96 28.0 .0671 10.5
Cu .209 8.34 .273 23.4 ^31 8.05

/ > 1 .0007 .0109 1460.
Fe .002 50.5 .0257 1185. .00842 321.
Ni .006 21.2 ̂---% - •00835 37.5 .00544 10.7
Ag ; .003? ... . . / 16.7 .0021 30.; .0015 50.
Sn ! 5.06 ; 17. 2.83. 44 «2 3.99 21.2
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Different lines of the same element within a sample were also 
compared* The values usually compared favorably. Several examples 
are given in the table below*

Fila #45a. Film position #8
Element _____Line Computed Concentrations_____ Percent d»f,n>> "" - -

Sn 2429.5 : 2 .5 8 8,85
2850.6 2.85 .71
2421.7 3.37 36.8

• ...• ■ 2813.6 .3.36 18.7
2812.6 2.54 10.3
3218.7 1.78 37

4 ■ . \
- Average 2.83

Film' #45a. Film position #2
Element r __ Line ! CranDuted Concentrations Percent d.f.a.
Bi 3067.7 .078 2*26

2998.0 .085 6.53
2938.3 .0764 4 ^ 7

Average ,0798



LineElement
Film #68a. H i m  position #8 

Computed ConcentratIona percent d»f«a»

3020.6 1.093 57.8

2599.4 2J28 . 11.5

2936.9 .885 x . : . ; ■ X

2973.3 2.535 1.59

2625.7 ^288 x . : v. X '

2628.3 .295 x X

2999.5 4.395 66.7

Average 1*673
Corrected Average 2.516 —  afterdiscarding 3 values

Film #46a. Film position #2
Element Line Computed Concentrations ___ Percent

Sb 2877.9 1.4 X

3267.5 1.91 X
3029.3 3.52 27.8

2612.3 4.29 12.1

2718.9 6.83 39.9

Average 3.59
Corrected Average 4*88 —  after discarding 2 values

The last two examples shown give extremely poor results. The last 

example indicates a tendency which frequently appeared, though not as

6 . . '.'.'.T
Discarded because of rule
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marked as in the preceding example; in many cases the computed 

concentrations became greater as less nsensitive* lines were used.
The same line of . a single element for a given standard sanplo 

was also compared, not only on different exposures on the same film as 

shown on page 44, but also on different films. The four lines of 

Bismuth m y  be used as an example. Gohcwitrations computed by using 
the sensitivities in the matrix of the principal constituent (pb) was 
used in each case . '' : "  ...- :..... . " ; ' '

Film U 43 44 _ __ 45 45 46 46 Average
line Position #8 . 8 2 8 2 8 Mean d*f *a#

...

3067.7 .0395 .0762 .0322 •0402 •022 .0252 .039 33.1
2898^) .0234 .0281 .0285" ‘̂ )407 .0152 .OJ75 .0289 23.3
2938.3 ; .0529 .0441 .033 .0462 .0429 .066 .0475 16.4
2993.3 ; .09 .073 .121 .0855 .091 15.6
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Comparison was also made between calculated concentrations 'where 
varying amounts of sample (1 mg. or 10 mg.) were loaded into the 

electrode. Several exanplea follow!

Film #44a Film #44a

Element Known
Concentration

Position #8 Position #2

Percent
d.f .3U

10 m*. U.S. Std. 53b 1 m*. U.S. Std. _53t
Cocputed
Concrotration Computed 

Connentrat1on
Fb 84.35 39.4 40.65 1.55
sb 10^28 13.45 8.07 25.
Bi .075 *126 ^ 9 29.3
Cu .209 .418 .104 35.5
Al
Fe .002 JD13 •085 73.5
Ni .006 : ' ' .015.. - .... ft.

Ag .003 «<X)19 .0033 27.
Sn 5.1 7.27 4.15 27.3



Film #77a Film 77a
Position #8 Position #2

1 wr. U.S. Std. 102
Element

Known
Concentration

Confuted
Concentration Concentration

Percent 
d »f .31.

Si 94. .......22.25 65.7 49.2
Na .044 1.22 4.5 57.4
Mg .13 .12 •2205 29.4
Mn .0039 .0074
P .011
Zr .017 .0255 .0495 32.
Ti .096 .1345 •217 23.4
Fe .46 ^75 .655 15.9

Film #56% ______ Film #56a

Element
Known

Concentration

Position #8 ..Position #2
Percent

10 nvr. U.S. Std# 127 1 mg. U.S. Std. 127
Computed.......
Concentration

Computed .........
Concentration

Sn 34.9 47.1 2 1 ^ 37.7
Pb 65. 70.5 47 23.7
Sb .75 .996 .393 38.9
As .118 7.177
Bi .041 .081
Cu .014
Ti

Si
Mg

Violation of a rule, but to be used for -what it is worth#
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Element
Known

Concentration

Position #2 Position #8

Percent
d.f.m.

1 tf.S. Std* 67 10 me. V.S. Std. 67
Computed ........
Concentration

Computed..........
Concentration

m  / « , 49.8 72.92 18.9
P .235 .38
SL .407
Fe 1.5 #474 •088 68.5
V .19 .314 •093' 54.7
As
Cu .18
Ni .045 .12 .019 72.5
Or .18 .067 .207 51
Go .02 JOll

Mo
•

•015
P '

' .0186



An Interesting, though not pleasing, lack of correlation nas 

found between readings taken of the same film on different day*.
This was done to check the validity of transmission reading of the 

densitometer and also to check the plotting of curvesi The lack of 

correlation is directly due to the densitometer and the computer.
The results of two readings of film #43a, position #8 (U.S. Std. #53b) 

are shown below: . ......... .. ......

Elements Confuted Concentration Percent d*f .m.

Pb 91.9 75.2 ... 10.
Sb 5.28 6.55 10.7 ;
Bi .1085 . ; .098 5.02

A1 .0038 •0053 16.5
Fe *0031 •OW3 54.5 :

" Hi .0054 .0087 .... " 23^ ...... •

i AS . ; .0019 •0019 0 .
Sn • 3.38 4.65 15.8► - - - ! ■ - "

Since idegl backgrounds (85-95/6) are not always possible, the 
effect of this variable was studied. For 'a particular set of three 
films (six different exposures), all lines together with the adjacent 
background, were "read" in two different steps of tho four steps on the 
film. In all cases the two least dense (relative exposures one and two) 

yielded backgrounds whose transmissions were greater than 50. In the 
particular example shown on the next page, one set often gives slightly 

higher values. This type of differential is not regular.



Harvey Standard #102 (Alkali)

Film #39a. Position #2 Film #88a. Position #8

Element Line

Eel. Ex.
Percent 
d .f *m.

Eel. Ex.
Percent 
d «f

1 2 1 2
Btof. Eel. Gone, Bkg. Eel. Gone. Bkg. Eel. Gone. Bkfr. Bel. Gone,

Ba 3071.6 86 6.32 77 8.16 12.7 86 6.18 77 5.89 2.13

B 2497.7 88 •0288 84 .0327 6^2 87 .0252 84 .0276 4.55
. ■■ 2496.8 88 .0307 84 .0312 • S 87 .0274 84 4)310 6.18

K 3217.0 85 6,95 76 7.43 3.3 77 6.
3447.4 72 .728 57 1.71 40.5 83 77
3446.4 72 .79 57 1.51 30.5 83 77

Li ^ 32.6 77 .447 70 .68 20.6 83 .304 70 .215 v?a
2741.3 82 .495 79 33. 89 1.12 77 .645 26.8

Na 3302.3 71 1*29 64 1.38 33.7
2852.8 78 1.47 73 2.2 19.9 79 2.2

P 2535.6 88 .895 83 .805 5.29 85 .645 83 .755 7.86
2553.3 87 .895 81

n

6.93 87 .96 80 .755 11.9
2534.0 88 .87 83 .845 2 ^ 8 85 .87 83 .805 3.88
2554.9 87 .745 81 .8 3.5 87 1.34 80 .835 23.2

Sr 4077.7
3464.5 65 .167 50 .174 24)2 73 .5
3474.9
3351.2

Average Percent d»f*m« U.8 Average Percent d#fm* 11.5



A table showing all conputed concentrations of a single sample
.

is of Interest. Ten exposures of 0* S. Bureau of Standard Sample 53b
. .  ■ ' -were made, six with ID milligram of sample in the electrode and four

.

with one milligram of sample. No correlation figures are given; the 

results are shown for general comparison in the table on the next page.
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• U. S# Btiwau cf Standard Sample 53b-

j Film J M  1 43 1 -45, -  I 45 I 46 |l 46 1 44 I_ 43 . !I 43 I 43Position #8 1 8 . 2 1 8 1r e - 11.2 | 2 11, 2 . J1 2  1 . 2Known - V. -■ : •

El, Cone, C o m p u t e d 0 0 h c e n t r a 1 o' n '

Pb 84.35 39.4 91.9 43.3 53.9 69.0 50.6 40.65 34.24 35.55 66.6

Sb 10.28 13.45 5.28 4.79 4.77 3.39 4.88 8,07 5.77 5.41 7.5

Bi .075 .126 ,1085 .0798 .096 .11 .0671 .069 .0495 .054 .15

Gu .209 .418 * , .208 .273 ^31 • .1035 .186 .054 ,072

A1 .0007 .0038 .0109

Fe .002 .031 .00305 .00562 .0257 ,00402 .00842 .085 .069 .0723 •099

Ni .006 .0149 .00535 .0123 .00835 ,0CS)6 *00544 :

Ag .003 .00194 *.00188 ,00236 ; .0021 .00126 .0015 .0033 - .00375 .0211

Sn 5.06 7.27 3.38 2.82 2.83 11.07: 3.99 4.15 5.6 3.89 3.71

Projection Bulb 100 7/ 200 Vf 100 W
*---------v-------'

Read on different days



i Included In Harvey’s tables are the sensitivities of lines vihen 
the element Is vaporized in a matrix other than carbon. It was believed 
that the major constituent of a sample would necessitate use of the 

sensitivities of the lines of other elements of these principal con
stituents, Frequently more accurate values were arrived at when the 

sensitivities in the principal constituents (Sp) were used (as for 
example the iron, nickle and silver lines'in 0, S» Bureau of Standard 
Sample //53b as shown in films 43# 44* 45, 46), but as a general rule 

the carbon sensitivities hold. The carbon sensitivities are always to 
be used when amounts of sample less than 10 milligrams are used. In 

the event that the carbon sensitivities yield erratic results (for lines 
of a single element) ami the sensitivities listed under the principal 
constituent give uniform figures^ there is no doubt which is to be 
applied, This possibility should always be investigated.

The presence of minut©quantities of boron, vanadium, titanium, 

copper, magnesium, silicon and calcium in the electrodes prevented

quantitative analysis of these elements unless they appeared in marked
8

concentrations. The first two were not always present and presented no 
problem. The extreme sensitivity of the copper lines made detection of 
minute quantities in the sample impossible# The abundance of the last 
three named impurities made analyses for these elements improbable.

The presence of iron in a sample (except in very low concentrations) 

usually rendered analysis for other elements extremely difficult# This 

is one of the inherent weak points of spectregraphla analysis, and is

F, R, Sweet> op# cit», M,S,, M# A# thesis, p* 13* . '
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9
perhaps one of the reasons ishy some other methods are net used*
No method has been found to universally suppress the iron spectra* An 
estimate of the amounts of these elements in the electrodes can be 

made and this quantity subtracted from, the computed concentrations to 

yield a fairly accurate analysis e This is possible since calculations 

are based on the amount or mass consumed, which can be considered 
constant since the electrode cup was always entirely vaporised. Such 
corrections were not made in the computed concentrations included in 
this study.

Investigations of weighing and loading errors, variation of 
primary slit width and time of exposure were also carried out. The 

presence of moisture was recognized as a possible error in weighing 

the sample and hence in the resultant computations; a negative result
was obtained for the sample thus treated. Film type SA #2 was briefly

10
tried and quickly discarded because it seemingly offered no great ad

vantage in the study and proved to be much more difficult to process 

and use in the comparator by others doing qualitative analysis.

After comparing the computed concentrations (using Harvey *s 

sensitivities) with the known concentrations1 of elements in U. S, 
Bureau of Standard samples in over thirty separate exposures, a fairly 
valid correction factor was arrived at. The computed values were 

plotted against the known values and the slope noted. An integer was

9
The diluent used by Sweet contained a trace of iron as well as silicon, 

aluminum, calcium and magnesium (Ibid., p. 16}«
10 ----

The method is valid with any film type; however, it must be constant. 
Harvey chose #2 because of more uniform gamma. It also has greater 
latitude and less contrast*
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desired, so the nearest half integer was need. The resulting factor 
la shown in the equation on page 43. The formula 

C = 3 k (Irel. -1)
is a very useable one. In practice the relative intensity of lino and 

background are noted, 1, e.

+ bkg.) /

both readings taken from the same curve plotted for that regionj one is 
subtracted from this ratio and this result is then multiplied by 3 k, 
where k is the sensitivity listed in Harvey’s tables. The validity of 
the resulting computed concentration (0) has been indicated in the 
foregoing tables.



CHAPTER VII

, ■ G.. L_\ v:. ' ~ : -
With approximately twice aa much effort ae necessary.for 

qualitative analysis, a fair method of semi-quant it at ive analysis is 

afforded r Values within 50$ of the actual amounts present may not seem 

meritorious to s<m b « Others appreciate even this accuracy where other 
methods are laborious and the spectrograph is ordinarily used to indicate 
the presence of elements. The added effort consists.of the weighing of 
the,sample, more precise control of exposure as described in Chapter. IV 
and the use of the densitometer when the film is in the comparator. Many 

of the precautions and suggestions listed in Chapter IV are applicable 

to qualitative work as well. An improperly exposed film may have some 
value for qualitative analysis, yet not be useful for quantitative work.

A film should be considered inproporly exposed if any sanple has 

been spilled after weiring or contamination has occurred. It is also 
considered improperly exposed if ..

a. not all of the sanple has been vaporized.
b. excessive exposure time is.required (too much carbon consumed).
c. the light beam is obstructed.
d. shutter or slit is not open when the arc is struck.

e. spectra overlap one another.
f. rotating sector disk is not properly used.

g. continuum is present (due to inproper electrode position) •

'’19793
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The film may be rendered useless by Improper development either by 

errors cau#it in process or bad effects evident on the film, such as

fogging or mottling. .;;i ; .. . : . ;
Cbviously the lines of an acceptable film to be used in computing 

percent concentrations are limited# . . » r.

1# The spectral region covered by the spectrograph (2400 to 
^ X )  %) is, a limiting factor# > . ■

_ 2# Cnly the lines listed in Harvey*s tables can be used#

3* Elements that appear as impurities in the electrode (Si,
Ca, Ti, Mg) can not easily,be estimated, . : :

4* rWhen an.interfering line is located within 0#4 *A, (listed-: . 
in Harvey's tables),the line is not to be used. Such interference 

may increase the background or the line density*

5, Similarly, observed interference renders a-line useless#
• 6* Scratched film affects densitometer readingsj hence, such . 

lines must not be u^d. ■ . " i
v,:r 7. Regions of the ON bands, where background varies rapidly, 

are of no value#

8# Readings giving rise to irregular curves can.not be relied

UP™* : . .. .. % : : ' - .
9* lines with tranasd.saion values in the neighborhood of 2% 1 

or less are not to h# used*
. 10# Faint lines, where the transmission values in line and

background differ by less than seven, tend to give high values of 

concentrations although they may be of some value#:

11# When a computed value of concentration for one line differs
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from other lines of the sam. element by a factor greater than two, it 

diould be discarded before the remaining figures are averaged•

:12e Other obvious errors in reading and calculating also 
dictate that the line be discarded, - 1 4 -

If only a single line can be read, although one or more of the rules 
must be violated, the concentration should be computed and used for 
what it. is worth, TZhenever possible, at least three lines should be 

read since identity of any one line might be mistaken.

As a general trend, dense lines yield small calculated concentrations. 
If the line to background ratio is small, calculated concentrations tend 
to be large. This can be accounted for by considering the straight line 
portion of the characteristic curve. The most desirable background of 

85 to 95X transmission can not always be realised. However, such a 
background and transmission value of a line between five and 60 seems 
to yield most consistent results. To achieve the latter, for concentra

tions over 1 or 2%, one milligram of sample with 10 mg. of graphite, 

and for concentrations below 1$, 10 mg. of sanple and 10 mg. of graphite 
seemed to give the best results.

The added effort to gain a quantitative measure over qualitative 
work also requires time. The accurate weighing of the sample may take 
as much as fifteen minutes if only one sample is weighed. No extra time 
is involved in exposing, developing or drying the film. The time to 

read transmission values for the lines and calibration curves would 
perhaps be a half-hour more than that merely to identify lines. The 

time necessary to plot curves and calculate concentrations would add a 

half to (me hour depending on the number of elements considered.
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Whether the results merit this added time and effort must be decided by 
the individual making the analyses.

By supplementing the spectrograph irith a good modern densitometer 

in the new proposed laboratory, a means of doing rapid semi-quantitative 
work as well as qualitative and quantitative work will be possible•

This vital tool will be used by increasing numbers and with greater 

frequency, thus making the investment a valuable one.



APPENDIX I

U. S. Bureau of Standarda Samples Available 

in the Spectroscopy Laboratory

37d Sheet Brass 
Element Concentration

Cu
Zn
SB
Pb
Ni
Fe

70.78
26.65

.96

: %
.075

53b Lead base bearing metal 

Element Concentration
' i .v ■ ' : Y:
Pb 84.35 •
Sb . 10.28
Th'<; 5^)6
Cu V209
Bi .075
As .042

.'v-.;-":.006
Ag .003
Fe
A1 .0007

54b Tin base bearing metal 

Element Concentration
Sn 87.48
Sb 7.39
Pb i m
Cu 3.19
As .052
m .029
Fe .028
Ag ^29
A1 <  .001

r Vancaneso Metal

Mn
C
P
s
Si
Fe
Cu

Element Concentration

97.25 
.06 
■*235 

<  .001 
.407 

1.5 
.26

Hi .045
Or .1861a Ferro Vanadium V .19
Mo .015Element Concentration n .ooi
Co .02

7 50.19 As .011
0 1.06 A1 NoneMn 1.78 Zr Nonep .119
S .005
Si 5.32
Or .68
A1 .02
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64a Ferro Chroalua
Element Concentration

Or 66*00
C 4*41
mi *26
P +*019S .12
Si 2 4 »
V .15

69 Bauxite . 
Element Concentration

A1,0, 55.06 A1 2 9 ^
FejO, 5.66 Fe 3.97
TiOa 3.07 Ti 1,84
ZrO» .08 Zr •0593
PzO/ .11 P •0479
\o3 .03 ? - .02
Cr20J .04 Cr .0274
Sio/ 6.32 si. 2.95
C40 .05 ca •0368
MgO . .02 Mg .012
KnO .55 Kn .426
Ct® , •03 Cu •0239

• Na20 .18 Ha .133
KZ° .07 K .0582
V v ; :

73a Chromium Steel

Element
; ' '

Concentration

C .349
Kn .... ^249
P .015s
Si .311
Cu : .080
Ki .159
Cr 14.09v; .028
Ho .069
V .091
N
. i'

•036
\  -

75 Ferro Tungsten
Element Concentration
" W 75.2
0 .54
Kn 1.16
P .015
S *039
Si •67
CU • .039

' Sn " •.... .18
As ^35
Mo «*23Sb <  ̂ >02
Bi Notdetected

79 Fluorsoar
Element Concentration

Zn .35
Pb V23

■■..s’-.. , .13Fe20, .15 Fe .105
AlaP, .02 A1 .0106
MgO .13 Mg .078
B&O •07 Ba .06
Naz0 .06 Na .0445
K20 .01 K .0083
P20f .005 P .00218
TiOz, .003 Ti .0018
MnO .003 Kn .00232

102 Silica Brick 
Element Concentration

310& 93.94 Si 43.7
Ala0, 1.96 A1 1J04FeaO, .66 Fe .462
TiOz .16 Ti .096
ZrOj, .021 Zr •0166
P,0f .025 P .0109
MnO • .005 Vn .00388
CaO 2 ^ 9 Ca I .64MgO •21 Mg .126
Naz0 .06 Na .0445
h ° ^9 K •241
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108 Spelter

Element Concentration
Fb
Od
Fe
Cu
Sn
4a
Sb
Qe
Mn
4g i 
Bi
Mg ■
Ta

.047
• m
.031
.0004
.0008
.0001
j x m
.0003.0002

<•00005

L

113 Zinc Ore
. . . .

Element Concentration

6 i a

116a Ferro Titanium

327 Solder Sn-35 Pb-65 
Element Concentration

Sn
Sb
As
Bi
Cu

Ij3 Steal

34-38
.75
.118.041
.034

Element
v ■ '■
Cr

' 7 : :

Mo
V
Co
.0
Mn
P
3

:• 3tCu
Hi

Element Concentration

Ti " ' 25.08
,c .023
Si " 3.12 . ■
Or • ^23
7 .33
41 ■ 3e25: : a  ̂ -

126a High Nickel Steel
Element Concentration

Hi 35.99
C .056 1
Mn •414
Si .194
Cu .092
Co .30
Cr •05A

Concentration

4.14 
2,04 8.38 1.58 
8^5 . 
.864 
^219 
.025 
.008 
.197 
.099 
.107



Analysis of Harvey*s Samples

APPENDIX II

ARL Standard samples are five times the normal concentrationaj 

therefore 50 mg# of a standard is mixed with 10 mg# of carbon# Elements 
are contained in the sample in proportion to their SeCGarbon sensitivity 
of persistent line, l.e. tbs first one listed); therefore 1 mg# of ARL 

Standard contains ,

A, -v. Sq -
^  group

• 5 mg. of each element,
6 . ,

rFor example, the refractory oxide group . S0 s .198;.

.045 

.080 
._.003_

Ob
Ta

l.-:

therefore: %  1  .045 for Ob

and; = s i ' : i =
#189 or ,,19 mg. of Cb.

REFRACTORY OXIDES s= 0
cb •045 S■ m

T» .080 • .336..

.003 .013

..V-: W • .070 .295

Per written communication with C. B. Harvey, April 1949.



NCR-FERROUS Sq C RARE METALS So c
Ctt .0002 .0014 Au ,0012 .00416
Zn .025 .176 Ga ; . .0310 .10800
Sn .007 .0492 In .0095 •03300
Pb .015 .105 n •1^0 .45100
Sb .008 .0563 Oe .0035 .03210

AS : .04 M  V ’ ■ Te .0450 .15600
Bi .002 •C84 Pt .0021 •00729
Cd .012 .0844 _ Ru .0160 .05500
A1 .0022 .0154 Pd .0018 •00625

Ag .00025 .001^ : ^  .2401

Mg .00039 .00274
FERROUS ‘ • ■ S-- " cCa .0004 J)028 _ C

Be .00003 .0002 ;4. ... Fe

.0# Mh
.0033 .1140

Hg .006 .0030 .1040
.12847 • a .  g ; :  ; % •0024 .0831

ALKALI

■■■
Ml •0025 .0865

v v  •

Na .15
' , . • Or

.168 Mo
.0010

.0025

.0346

.0865
U .05 .0599 7 .0054 .1870
K J24 •268 . Oo .0020 .0692
8a .18 . . ti .0020 .0692
Sr .003 y)336

£  .0241B .002 .0224 ; r

P .12 .134



APPENDIX III
Section of film showing three * stepped* exposures

.  ILong wavelength

A

Short wavelength

NT

Iron spectra

t
Numbered end

r CN bands
lto.sk
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